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Abstract. We investigate some syntactic properties of Wadler’s dual calculus, a
term calculus which corresponds to classical sequent logic in the same way that
Parigot’s λµ calculus corresponds to classical natural deduction. Our main result
is strong normalization theorem for reduction in the dual calculus; we also prove
some confluence results for the typed and untyped versions of the system.

1 Introduction

This paper establishes some of the key properties of reduction underlying Wadler’s dual
calculus [30, 31]. The basic system, obtained as a term-assignment system for classi-
cal sequent calculus, is not confluent, inheriting the well-known anomaly of classical
cut-elimination. Wadler recovers confluence by restricting to reduction strategies cor-
responding to (either of) the call-by-value or call-by-name disciplines, indeed these
subcalculi and the duality between them are the main focus of attention in Wadler’s
work.

In this paper we are less interested in call-by-value and call-by-name per se than in
the pure combinatorics of reduction itself, consequently we work with as few restric-
tions as possible on the system. We prove strong normalization (SN) for unrestricted
reduction of typed terms, including expansion rules capturing extensionality. We show
that once the obvious obstacle to confluence is removed (the “critical pair” in the re-
duction system) confluence holds in both the typed and untyped versions of the term
calculus. This critical pair (see Section 3) can be disambiguated in two ways but the
proof we give dualizes to yield confluence results for each system, an example of the
“two theorems for the price of one” benefit of duality.

The dual calculus is an embodiment of the “proofs-as-programs” paradigm in the
setting of classical logic, as well as being a clear expression of the relationship between
call-by-name and call-by-value in functional programming. So the fundamental syntac-
tic results given here should play an important role in the currently active investigations
into the relationship between classical logic and computation.

Background The Curry-Howard correspondence expresses a fundamental connection
between logic and computation [18]. In its traditional form, terms in the λ-calculus en-
code proofs in intuitionistic natural deduction; from another perspective the proofs serve
as typing derivations for the terms. Griffin extended the Curry-Howard correspondence



to classical logic in his seminal 1990 POPL paper [16], by observing that classical tau-
tologies suggest typings for certain control operators. This initiated a vigorous line of
research: on the one hand classical calculi can be seen as pure programming languages
with explicit representations of control, while at the same time terms can be tools for
extracting the constructive content of classical proofs [21, 3]. In particular the λµ calcu-
lus of Parigot [23] has been the foundation of a number of investigations [24, 11, 22, 5,
1] into the relationship between classical logic and theories of control in programming
languages.

As early as 1989 Filinsky [14] explored the notion that the reduction strategies
call-by-value and call-by-name were dual to each other. Filinski defined a symmetric
lambda-calculus in which values and continuations comprised distinct syntactic sorts
and whose denotational semantics expressed the call-by-name vs call-by-value dual-
ity in a precise categorical sense. Later Selinger [27] modeled the call-by-name and
call-by-value variants of the λµ by dual control and co-control categories.

These two lines of investigation come together nicely in the framework of classical
sequent calculus. In contrast to natural deduction proof systems (upon which Parigot’s
λµ, for example, is based) sequent calculi exhibit inherent symmetries not just at the
level of terms, but of proof structures as well. There are several term calculi based
on sequent calculus, the most relevant to the current study are those in which terms
unambiguously encode sequent derivations ([29, 9, 19, 2] for example) in which reduc-
tion corresponds to cut elimination. Herbelin [17], and subsequently Curien and Herbe-
lin [9] defined the system λµµ̃, a sequent calculus-inspired calculus exhibiting symme-
tries in the syntax, whose terms represent derivations in the implicational fragment of
Gentzen’s system LK [15]. In addition, as described in [9], the sequent calculus basis
for λµµ̃ supports an interpretation of the reduction rules of the system as operations of
an abstract machine. In particular, the right- and left-hand sides of a sequent directly
represent the code and environment components of the machine. This perspective is
elaborated more fully in [8]. See [7] for a discussion of the importance of symmetries
in computation. In [2], a calculus, which interprets directly the implicational sequent
logic, is proposed as a language in which many kinds of other calculi can be imple-
mented, from λ-calculus to λµµ̃ through a calculus of explicit substitution and λµ.

The Symmetric Lambda Calculus of Barbanera and Berardi [3], although not based
on sequent calculus, belongs in the tradition of exploiting the symmetries found in clas-
sical logic, in their case with the goal of extracting constructive content from classical
proofs. Barbanera and Berardi [3] proved SN for their calculus using a “symmetric
candidates” technique; Urban and Bierman [29] adapted their technique to prove SN
for their sequent-based system; Lengrand [19] shows how simply-typed λµµ̃ and the
calculus of Urban and Bierman [29] are mutually interpretable, so that the strong nor-
malization proof of the latter calculus yields another proof of strong normalization for
simply-typed λµµ̃. Polonovski [25] presents a proof of SN for λµµ̃ with explicit sub-
stitutions using the symmetric candidates idea. Pym and Ritter [26] identify two forms
of disjunction for Parigot’s[23] λµ calculus; they prove strong normalization for λµν
calculus (λµ calculus extended with such disjunction). David and Nour [10] give an
arithmetical proof of strong normalization for a symmetric λµ calculus.
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The dual calculus Wadler’s dual calculus [30] refines and unifies these themes. It is
a term-assignment system based on classical sequent calculus, and a key step is that
implication is not taken as a primitive connective. It turns out that this permits a very
clear expression of the way in which the traditional duality between the left- and right-
hand sides of a sequent reflects the duality between call-by-value and call-by-name.

Unfortunately these beautiful symmetries come at the price of some anomalies in
the behavior of reduction. The unrestricted reduction relation in the dual calculus (as
well as in λµµ̃) has a critical pair, and indeed this system is not confluent. In [30] Wadler
gives two restricted versions of each reduction rule obtaining subcalculi which naturally
correspond to call-by-value and call-by-name, respectively. He then defines translations
of these systems into the simply-typed λ-calculus; each translation both preserves and
reflects reductions. See Propositions 6.6, 6.9, 6.10 on [30]. (Curien and Herbelin [9]
gave a similar encoding of their λµµ̃ calculus.)

It was “claimed without proof” in [30], that these call-by-value and call-by-name
reductions are confluent and that the call-by-value and call-by-name reduction rela-
tions (without expansions) are strongly normalizing. But in fact confluence and strong
normalization for each of call-by-value and call-by-name follows from the correspond-
ing results in the λ-calculus by diagram-chasing through the CPS translations into the
simply-typed λ-calculus, given the fact that reductions are preserved and reflected by
the translations.

In [31] the emphasis is on the equational theory of the dual calculus. The equations
of the dual calculus include a group of equations called “η-equations” which express
extensionality properties; these equations play an important role in the relationship be-
tween the dual calculus and λµ. The relationship with Parigot’s λµ is worked out, the
result is a clear notion of duality for λµ.

Summary of results

We prove that unrestricted reduction of typed expressions in the dual calculus is strongly
normalizing. The proof is a variation on the “semantical” method of reducibility, where
types are interpreted as pairs of sets of terms (observe: yet another symmetry). Our
proof technique uses a fixed-point construction similar to that in [3] but the technique
is considerably simplified here (Section 6).

In fact our proof technique also shows the strong normalization for the reduction
system including the η-expansion rules of the dual calculus. Due to space restrictions
we only outline the treatment of the expansions but the machinery is the same as for the
core calculus and filling in the missing details should only be an exercise for the reader.

To our knowledge none of the previous treatments of strong normalization for clas-
sical calculi has addressed extensionality rules.

We prove that if we disambiguate the single critical pair in the system, by giving
priority to either the “left” or to the “right” reductions, the resulting subsystems are
confluent. Furthermore reduction is confluent whether terms are typed or untyped. The
proof is an application of Takahashi’s parallel reductions technique [28]; we prove the
result for one system and are able to conclude the result for the other by duality (Sec-
tion 4).
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The relationship between our results and those in [30, 31] is somewhat subtle. Wadler
is motivated by programming language concerns and so is led to focus on sub-calculi of
the dual calculus corresponding to call-by-name and call-by-value reduction; not only
is the critical pair in the system removed but reductions must act on “values” (or “cov-
alues”). In contrast, we are interested in the pure combinatorics of reduction, and so

- in exploring strong normalization we consider unrestricted reduction of typed terms
(as well as incorporating expansions), and

- in exploring confluence we consider reduction of untyped terms, and impose only
the restriction that the critical pair (which demonstrably destroys confluence) be disam-
biguated.

2 Syntax

Following Wadler, we distinguish three syntactic categories: terms, coterms, and state-
ments. Terms yield values, while coterms consume values. A statement is a cut of a
term against a coterm. We call the expressions in the union of these three categories
D-expressions.

Let r,q range over the set ΛR of terms, e, f range over the set ΛL of coterms, and c
ranges over statements. Then the syntax of the dual calculus is given by the following:

Term: r,q ::= x | 〈r, q〉 | 〈r〉inl | 〈r〉inr | [e]not | µα .c
Coterm: e, f ::= α | [e, f ] | fst[e] | snd[e] | not〈r〉 | µ̃x .c
Statement: c ::= L r • e M

where x ranges over a set of term variables VarR, 〈r, q〉 is a pair, 〈r〉inl (〈r〉inr) is an
injection on the left (right) of the sum, [e]not is a complement of a coterm, and µα .c is
a covariable abstraction. Next, α ranges over a set of covariables VarL, [e, f ] is a case,
fst[e] (snd[e]) is a projection from the left (right) of a product, not〈r〉 is a complement
of a term, and µ̃x .c is a variable abstraction. Finally L r • e M is a cut. The term vari-
ables can be bound by µ abstraction, whereas the coterm variables can be bound by
µ̃ abstraction. The sets of free term and coterm variables, FvR and FvL, are defined as
usual, respecting Barendregt’s convention [4] that no variable can be both, bound and
free, in the expression. As in [30, 31], angle brackets always surround terms and square
brackets always surround coterms. Also, curly brackets are used for substitution and to
denote holes in contexts.

We decided to slightly alter the notation given by Wadler. First of all, we use µα .c
and µ̃x .c instead of (S).α and x.(S). Furthermore, we use L r • e M for statements, since
from our point of view it is easier to read than r • e. Finally, the lowercase letters that
we use to denote D-expressions should help to distinguish such expressions from types.

3 Reduction rules

Wadler defines the dual calculus, giving the reductions that respect call-by-value and
call-by-name reduction strategies, respectively. We give the reduction rules for an un-
restricted calculus in Figure 1. Of course the notion of reduction is defined on raw ex-
pressions, and does not make use of any typing constrains. We use // // to denote the
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(βµ̃) L r • µ̃x .c M → c{r/x}
(βµ) L µα .c • e M → c{e/α}
(β∧) L 〈r, q〉 • fst[e] M → L r • e M
(β∧) L 〈r, q〉 • snd[e] M → L q • e M
(β∨) L 〈r〉inl • [e, f ] M → L r • e M
(β∨) L 〈r〉inr • [e, f ] M → L r • f M
(β¬) L [e]not • not〈r〉 M → L r • e M

Fig. 1. Reduction rules for the dual calculus

reflexive transitive closure of → (with a similar convention for other relations denoted
by other arrows).

Remark 1. The following observation will be useful later; it is the analogue of the stan-
dard λ-calculus trick of “promoting head reductions.” Specifically, if a reduction se-
quence out of a statement ever does a top-level µ-reduction, then we can promote the
first such reduction to be the first in the sequence, in the following sense: the reduc-
tion sequence L µα.c • e M // // L µα.c′ • e′ M // c′{e′/α} can be transformed to the
reduction sequence L µα.c • e M // c{e/α} // // c′{e′/α}.

The calculus has a critical pair L µα .c1 • µ̃x .c2 Mwhere both the (βµ̃) and (βµ) rules
can be applied ambiguously, producing two different results. For example,

L µα.L y • β M • µ̃x.L z • γ M M→ L y • β M, L µα.L y • β M • µ̃x.L z • γ M M→ L z • γ M
Hence, the calculus is not confluent. But if the priority is given to one of the rules,
we obtain two subcalculi DualR and DualL. Therefore, there are two possible reduction
strategies in the dual calculus that depend on the orientation of the critical pair. The
system DualL with call-by-value reduction is obtained if the priority is given to (µ)
redexes, whereas the system DualR with call-by-name reduction is obtained by giving
the priority to (µ̃) redexes.

That is, DualR is defined by refining the reduction rule (βµ) as follows

L µα.c • e M→ c{e/α} provided e is a coterm not of the form µ̃x.c′

and DualL is defined similarly by refining the reduction rule (βµ̃) as follows

L r • µ̃x .c M→ c{r/x} provided r is a term not of the form µα.c′

Both systems DualR and DualL are shown to be confluent in Section 4.

Implication, λ-terms, and application

Implication can be defined in terms of other connectives, indeed in two ways:
- under call-by-value A⊃ B≡ ¬(A∧¬B)
- under call-by-name A⊃ B≡ ¬A∨B.
Under each of these conventions we can define expressions λx.r and q@e validating

the reduction L λx .r • q@e M → L q • µ̃x.L r • e M M in the sense that when ⊃ is
defined by call-by-value and the translation of L λx.r • q@e M is reduced according to
the call-by-value calculus, we get to L q • µ̃x.L r • e M M after several steps (and the same
claim holds for call-by-name).
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4 Confluence of the dual calculus

To prove the confluence of the dual calculi DualR and DualL we adopt the technique of
parallel reductions given by Takahashi in [28] (see also [20]). This approach consists
of simultaneously reducing all the redexes existing in an expression and is simpler than
standard Tait-and-Martin-Löf proof of confluence of β-reduction for lambda calculus.
We omit the proofs for the lack of space. The detailed proofs of confluence for λµµ̃ can
be found in [20].

We denote the union of all the reduction relations for DualR by
R

// . Its reflexive

transitive closure and closure by congruence is denoted by
R

// // .

First, we define the notion of parallel reduction ⇒R for DualR. Since we will show
that

R
// // is the reflexive and transitive closure of⇒R, in order to prove the confluence

of
R

// // it is enough to prove the diamond property for⇒R. The diamond property for

⇒R follows from the stronger “Star property” for ⇒R that we prove.
Applying the duality transformations that Wadler gives, reductions dualize as well,

and in particular a µ-step is dual to a µ̃-step. A reduction from s to t under the restriction
that µ-steps have priority over µ̃-steps dualizes to a reduction from the dual of s to
the dual of t under the restriction that µ̃-steps have priority over µ-steps. So if we prove
confluence for one of these systems, we get confluence for the other by diagram-chasing
a duality argument.

4.1 Parallel reduction for DualR

The notion of parallel reduction is defined directly by induction on the structure of
D-expressions, and does not need the notion of residual or any other auxiliary notion.

Definition 2 (Parallel reduction for DualR). The parallel reduction, denoted by ⇒R is
defined inductively in Figure 2, where e is a coterm not of the form µ̃x.c′.

Lemma 3. For every D-expression D, D⇒R D.

Lemma 4 (Substitution lemma). If x 6= y and x 6∈ FvR(r2) then

1. D{r1/x}{r2/y}= D{r2/y}{r1{r2/y}/x};
2. D{e/α}{r/x}= D{r/x}{e{r/x}/α};
3. D{r/x}{e/α}= D{e/α}{r{e/α}/x};
4. D{e1/α}{e2/β}= D{e2/β}{e1{e2/β}/α}.

Lemma 5.

1. If D
R

// D′ then D⇒R D′;

2. If D⇒R D′ then D
R

// // D′;

3. If D⇒R D′ and H⇒R H ′, then D{H/x}⇒R D′{H ′/x} and D{H/α}⇒R D′{H ′/α}.

From the points 1. and 2. in Lemma 5 we conclude that
R

// // is the reflexive and

transitive closure of ⇒R.
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x⇒R x (pr1R)
c⇒R c′

µα .c⇒R µα .c′
(pr2R)

α⇒R α (pr3R)
c⇒R c′

µ̃x .c⇒R µ̃x .c′
(pr4R)

r⇒R r′,q⇒R q′

〈r, q〉⇒R〈r′, q′〉 (pr5R)
r⇒R r′

〈r〉inl⇒R〈r′〉inl
(pr6R)

r⇒R r′

〈r〉inr⇒R〈r′〉inr
(pr7R)

e⇒R e′, f ⇒R f ′

[e, f ]⇒R[e′, f ′]
(pr8R)

e⇒R e′

fst[e]⇒R fst[e′]
(pr9R)

e⇒R e′

snd[e]⇒R snd[e′]
(pr10R)

r⇒R r′

not〈r〉⇒R not〈r′〉 (pr11R)
e⇒R e′

[e]not⇒R[e′]not
(pr12R)

r⇒R r′,e⇒R e′

L r • e M⇒RL r′ • e′ M (pr13R)

c⇒R c′,e⇒R e′

L µα .c • e M⇒R c′{e′/α} (pr14R)
r⇒R r′,c⇒R c′

L r • µ̃x .c M⇒R c′{r′/x} (pr15R)

r⇒R r′,q⇒R q′,e⇒R e′

L 〈r, q〉 • fst[e] M⇒RL r′ • e′ M (pr16R)
r⇒R r′,q⇒R q′,e⇒R e′

L 〈r, q〉 • snd[e] M⇒RL q′ • e′ M (pr17R)

r⇒R r′,e⇒R e′, f ⇒R f ′

L 〈r〉inl • [e, f ] M⇒RL r′ • e′ M (pr18R)
r⇒R r′,e⇒R e′, f ⇒R f ′

L 〈r〉inr • [e, f ] M⇒RL r′ • f ′ M (pr19R)

r⇒R r′,e⇒R e′

L [e]not • not〈r〉 M⇒RL r′ • e′ M (pr20R)

Fig. 2. Parallel reduction

4.2 Confluence of DualR

Next, we define the D-expression D∗ which is obtained from D by simultaneously re-
ducing all the existing redexes of the D-expression D.

Definition 6. Let D be an arbitrary D-expression of DualR. The D-expression D∗ is
defined inductively as follows:

(∗1R) x∗ ≡ x (∗2R) (µα .c)∗ ≡ µα .c∗ (∗3R) α∗ ≡ α (∗4R) (µ̃x .c)∗ ≡ µ̃x .c∗

(∗5R) 〈r, q〉∗ ≡ 〈r∗, q∗〉 (∗6R) 〈r〉inl∗ ≡ 〈r∗〉inl (∗7R) 〈r〉inr∗ ≡ 〈r∗〉inr
(∗8R) [e, f ]∗ ≡ 〈e∗, f ∗〉 (∗9R) fst[e]∗ ≡ fst[e∗] (∗10R) snd[e]∗ ≡ snd[e∗]
(∗11R) not〈r〉∗ ≡ not〈r∗〉 (∗12R) [e]not∗ ≡ [e∗]not
(∗13R) L r • e M∗ ≡ L r∗ • e∗ M if L r • e M 6= L [e′]not • not〈r′〉 M and

L r • e M 6= L µα .c • e M and L r • e M 6= L r • µ̃x .c M and
L r • e M 6= L 〈r′, q〉 • fst[e′] M and L r • e M 6= L 〈r′, q〉 • snd[e′] M and
L r • e M 6= L 〈r′〉inl • [e′, f ] M and L r • e M 6= L 〈r′〉inr • [e′, f ] M

(∗14R) L µα .c • e M∗ ≡ c∗{e∗/α} (∗15R) L r • µ̃x .c M∗ ≡ c∗{r∗/x}
(∗16R) L 〈r, q〉 • fst[e] M∗ ≡ L r∗ • e∗ M (∗17R) L 〈r, q〉 • snd[e] M∗ ≡ L q∗ • e∗ M
(∗18R) L 〈r〉inl • [e, f ] M∗ ≡ L r∗ • e∗ M (∗19R) L 〈r〉inr • [e, f ] M∗ ≡ L r∗ • f ∗ M

(∗20R) L [e]not • not〈r〉 M∗ ≡ L r∗ • e∗ M
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Theorem 7 (Star property for ⇒R). If D⇒R D′ then D′⇒R D∗.

Now it is easy to deduce the diamond property for ⇒R.

Theorem 8 (Diamond property for ⇒R).
If D1 R⇐D⇒R D2 then D1⇒R D′

R⇐D2 for some D′.

Finally, from Lemma 5 and Theorem 8, it follows that DualR is confluent.

Theorem 9 (Confluence of DualR).
If D1 oooo

R
D

R
// // D2 then D1 R

// // D′ oooo
R

D2 for some D′.

5 Type assignment system

A complementary perspective to that of considering the dual calculus as term-assignment
to logic proofs is that of viewing sequent proofs as typing derivations for raw expres-
sions. The set of types corresponds to the logical connectives; for the dual calculus the
set of types is given by closing a set of base types X under conjunction, disjunction, and
negation.

Type: A,B ::= X | A∧B | A∨B | ¬A

Type bases have two components, the antecedent, a set of bindings of the form Γ = x1 :
A1, . . . ,xn : An, and the succedent of the form ∆ = α1 : B1, . . . ,αk : Bk, where xi,α j are
distinct for all i = 1, . . . ,n and j = 1, . . . ,k.

The judgements of the type system are given by the following:

Γ ` ∆,
¤
£

¡
¢r : A

¤
£

¡
¢e : A , Γ ` ∆ c : (Γ ` ∆)

where Γ is the antecedent and ∆ is the succedent. The first judgement is the typing for a
term, the second is the typing for a coterm and the third one is the typing for a statement.
The box denotes a distinguished output or input, i.e. a place where the computation will
continue or where it happened before.

The type assignment system for the dual calculus, introduced by Wadler [30, 31], is
given in Figure 3.

6 Strong normalization of typeable D-expressions

Definition 10. A pair is given by two sets T and C with T ⊆ ΛR and C ⊆ ΛL. If each of
the components of a pair is non-empty we refer to it as a non-trivial pair.

The pair (T,C) is a stable pair if each of T and C is non-empty and for every r ∈ T
and every e ∈C, the statement L r • e M is SN.

For example, the pair (VarR,VarL) is stable. Note that the terms and coterms in any
stable pair are themselves SN. Script letters will denote pairs. If P is a pair, PR and PL

denote its component sets of terms and coterms.
We can use pairs to interpret types; the following technical condition will be crucial.
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(axR)
Γ,x : A ` ∆,

¤
£

¡
¢x : A

(axL)¤
£

¡
¢α : A , Γ ` α : A,∆

¤
£

¡
¢e : A , Γ ` ∆

¤
£

¡
¢fst[e] : A∧B , Γ ` ∆

¤
£

¡
¢e : B , Γ ` ∆

(∧L)¤
£

¡
¢snd[e] : A∧B , Γ ` ∆

Γ ` ∆,
¤
£

¡
¢r : A Γ ` ∆,

¤
£

¡
¢q : B
(∧R)

Γ ` ∆,
¤
£

¡
¢〈r, q〉 : A∧B

¤
£

¡
¢e : A , Γ ` ∆

¤
£

¡
¢f : B , Γ ` ∆

(∨L)¤
£

¡
¢[e, f ] : A∨B , Γ ` ∆

Γ ` ∆,
¤
£

¡
¢r : A

Γ ` ∆,
¤
£

¡
¢〈r〉inl : A∨B

Γ ` ∆,
¤
£

¡
¢r : B

(∨R)
Γ ` ∆,

¤
£

¡
¢〈r〉inr : A∨B

¤
£

¡
¢e : A , Γ ` ∆

(¬R)
Γ ` ∆,

¤
£

¡
¢[e]not : ¬A

Γ ` ∆,
¤
£

¡
¢r : A

(¬L)¤
£

¡
¢not〈r〉 : ¬A , Γ ` ∆

c : (Γ ` α : A,∆)
(µ)

Γ ` ∆,
¤
£

¡
¢µα.c : A

c : (Γ,x : A ` ∆)
(µ̃)¤

£
¡
¢µ̃x.c : A , Γ ` ∆

Γ ` ∆,
¤
£

¡
¢r : A

¤
£

¡
¢e : A , Γ ` ∆

(cut)
L r • e M : (Γ ` ∆)

Fig. 3. Type system for the dual calculus

Definition 11. A pair (T,C) is saturated if

– T contains all term variables and C contains all coterm variables,
– whenever µα.c satisfies ∀e ∈C,c{e/α} is SN then µα.c ∈ T , and
– whenever µ̃x.c satisfies ∀r ∈ T,c{r/x} is SN then µ̃x.c ∈C.

A pair (T,C) is simple if no term in T is of the form µα.c and no coterm in C is of the
form µ̃x.c.

We can always expand a pair to be saturated. The next result shows that if the orig-
inal pair is stable and simple, then we may always arrange that the saturated extension
is stable. The technique is similar to the “symmetric candidates” technique as used by
Barbanera and Berardi [3] for the Symmetric Lambda Calculus and further adapted
by Polonovski [25] in his proof of strong normalization for λµµ̃ calculus with explicit
substitutions.

Note that the saturation condition on variables is no obstacle to stability: it is easy
to see that if (T,C) is any stable pair, then the pair obtained by adding all term variables
to T and all coterm variables to C will still be stable.

Lemma 12. Let (T,C) be a simple stable pair. Then there is an extension of (T,C)
which is saturated and stable.

Proof. As observed above, we may assume without loss of generality that T already
contains all term variables and C already contains all coterm variables.
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Define the maps Φ̃C : ΛR → ΛL and ΦT : ΛL → ΛR by

Φ̃C(T ) = C∪{µ̃x.c | ∀r ∈ T,c{r/x} is SN}
ΦT (C) = T ∪{µα.c | ∀e ∈C,c{e/α} is SN}

Each of ΦT and Φ̃C is antimonotone. So the map ΦT ◦ Φ̃C : ΛR → ΛR is monotone
(indeed it is continuous).

Let T ∗ be any fixed point of (ΦT ◦ Φ̃C); then take C∗ to be Φ̃C(T ∗). Since T ∗ =
ΦT (Φ̃C(T ∗)) we have

T ∗ = ΦT (C∗) = T ∪{µα.c | ∀e ∈C∗,c{e/α} is SN} and (1)

C∗ = Φ̃C(T ∗) = C∪{µ̃x.c | ∀r ∈ T ∗,c{r/x} is SN} (2)

It follows easily that T ⊆ T ∗ and C ⊆ C∗ and that (T ∗,C∗) is saturated. It remains to
show that (T ∗,C∗) is stable.

Since T is a set of SN terms and C 6= /0, ΦT (C) is a set of SN terms; similarly
Φ̃C(T ) is a set of SN coterms. The key fact is that, since (T,C) was simple, a term µα.c
is in T ∗ iff ∀e ∈C∗,c{e/α}is SN: this is because a µ-term is in T ∗ precisely if it is in
ΦT (C∗)\T . Similarly a coterm µ̃x.c is in C∗ if and only if ∀r ∈ T ∗,c{r/x} is SN.

So consider any statement L r • e M with r ∈ T ∗ and e ∈C∗; we must show that this
statement is SN. If in fact r ∈ T and e ∈C then L r • e M is SN since (T,C) was stable.

So suppose r ∈ (T ∗ \T ) and/or e ∈ (C∗ \C), and consider any reduction sequence
out of L r • e M. If no top-level (µ- or µ̃-) reduction is ever done then the reduction must
be finite since r and e are individually SN. If a top-level reduction is ever done then
(cf Remark 1) we may promote this to be the first step, so that the reduction sequence
begins L µα.c • e M // c{e/α} or L r • µ̃x.c M // c{r/x}. But we observed above
that in these cases the reduced D-expression is SN by definition of (T ∗,C∗) and so our
reduction is finite in length. ut

6.1 Pairs and types

As a preliminary step in building pairs to interpret types we define the following con-
structions on pairs.

Definition 13. Let P and Q be pairs.

– The pair (P fQ ) is given by:
• (P fQ )R = {〈r1, r2〉 | r1 ∈ PR, r2 ∈ QR}
• (P fQ )L = {fst[e] | e ∈ PL}∪{snd[e] | e ∈ QL}.

– The pair (P gQ ) is given by:
• (P gQ )R = {〈r〉inl | r ∈ PR}∪{〈r〉inr | r ∈ QR}.
• (P gQ )L = {[e1, e2] | e1 ∈ PL. e2 ∈ QL}

– The pair P ◦ is given by:
• (P ◦)R = {[e]not | e ∈ PL}
• (P ◦)L = {not〈r〉 | r ∈ PR}

Note that each of (P fQ ), (P gQ ), and P ◦ is simple.
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Lemma 14. Let P and Q be stable pairs. Then (P fQ ), (P gQ ), and P ◦ are each
stable.

Proof. For (P fQ ): Let r ∈ (P fQ )R and e∈ (P fQ )L. We need to show that L r • e M
is SN. Since P and Q are stable, it is easy to see that each of r and e is SN. So to
complete the argument it suffices to show, again by the fact that top-level reductions
can be promoted to be the first step in a reduction sequence, that the result of a top-level
reduction is SN. Consider, without loss of generality, L 〈r1, r2〉 • fst[e] M → L r1 • e M.
Then r1 ∈ PR and e ∈ PL, and since P is stable L r1 • e M is SN, as desired.

The arguments for (P gQ ) and P ◦ are similar. ut
The following is our notion of reducibility candidates for the dual calculus.

Definition 15. The type-indexed family of pairs S = {S T | T a type } is defined as fol-
lows.

– When T is a base type, S T is any stable saturated extension of (VarR,VarL).
– S A∧B is any stable saturated extension of (S A fS B).
– S A∨B is any stable saturated extension of (S A gS B).
– S¬A is any stable saturated extension of (S A)◦.

The construction of each pair S T succeeds by Lemma 12 and Lemma 14. Note that
by definition of saturation each S T contains all term variables and all coterm variables.

6.2 Strong normalization

Strong normalization of our calculus will follow if we establish the fact that typeable
terms and coterms lie in the candidates S .

Theorem 16. If term r is typeable with type A then r is in S A
R ; if coterm e is typeable

with type A then e is in S A
L .

Proof. To prove the theorem it is convenient, as usual, to prove a stronger statement.
Say that a substitution θ satisfies Γ if

∀(x : A) ∈ Γ, θx ∈ S A
R ,

and that θ satisfies ∆ if
∀(α : A) ∈ ∆, θα ∈ S A

L .
Then the theorem follows from the assertion

suppose that θ satisfies Γ and ∆.
– If Γ `

¤
£

¡
¢r : A ,∆, then θr ∈ S A

R .
– If Γ,

¤
£

¡
¢e : A ` ∆, then θe ∈ S A

L .

since the identity substitution satisfies every Γ and ∆.
Choose a substitution θ which satisfies Γ and ∆, and a typeable term r or a coterm e;

we wish to show that θr ∈ S T
R or θe ∈ S T

L , as appropriate. We prove the statement above
by induction on typing derivations, considering the possible forms of the typing in turn.
For lack of space we only show a representative sample of cases here.
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Case: When the derivation consists of an axiom the result is immediate since θ satisfies
Γ and ∆.

Case: Suppose the derivation ends with rule (∧L). Without loss of generality we ex-
amine fst[ ]: ¤

£
¡
¢e : A , Γ ` ∆

¤
£

¡
¢fst[e] : A∧B , Γ ` ∆

We wish to show that θfst[e]≡ fst[θe] ∈ S A∧B
L . By induction hypothesis θe ∈ S A

L and so
fst[θe] ∈ (S A fS B)L ⊆ S A∧B

L .

Case: Suppose the derivation ends with rule (∧R).

Γ ` ∆,
¤
£

¡
¢r : A Γ ` ∆,

¤
£

¡
¢q : B
(∧R)

Γ ` ∆,
¤
£

¡
¢〈r, q〉 : A∧B

We wish to show that θ〈r, q〉 ≡ 〈θr, θq〉 ∈ S A∧B
R . By induction hypothesis θr ∈ S A

R and
θq ∈ S B

R , and so 〈θr, θq〉 ∈ (S A fS B)R ⊆ S A∧B
R .

Case: Suppose the derivation ends with rule (¬L).

Γ ` ∆,
¤
£

¡
¢r : A

(¬L)¤
£

¡
¢not〈r〉 : ¬A , Γ ` ∆

We wish to show that θnot〈e〉 ≡ not〈θe〉 ∈ S¬A
L . By induction hypothesis θe ∈ S A

L , and
so not〈θe〉 ∈ (S A ◦)L ⊆ S¬A

R .

Case: Suppose the derivation ends with rule (µ).

Γ `
¤
£

¡
¢r : T ,α : A,∆ Γ,

¤
£

¡
¢e : T ` α : A,∆

(cut)
L r • e M : (Γ ` α : A,∆)

(µ)
Γ `

¤
£

¡
¢µα.L r • e M : A ,∆

Note that any application of the typing rule (µ) must indeed immediately follow a cut.
We wish to show that µα.L θr • θe M ∈ S A

R .
Since S A is saturated, to show this it suffices to show that for each e1 ∈ S A

L

L θr • θe M{e1/α} is SN.

Letting θ′ denote the substitution obtained by augmenting θ with the binding α 7→
e1, what we want to show is that L θ′r • θ′e M is SN.

The substitution θ′ satisfies the basis α : A,∆ by hypothesis and the fact that e1 ∈ S A
L .

So θ′r ∈ S T
R and θ′e ∈ S T

L by induction hypothesis, so L θ′r • θ′e M is SN.
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Case: When the derivation ends with rule (µ̃) the argument is similar to the (µ) case.
The remaining cases are each similar to one of those above. ut

Theorem 17. Every typeable term, coterm, and statement is SN.

Proof. If t is a term [respectively, e is a coterm] typeable with type A then by Theo-
rem 16 we have t ∈ S A

R [respectively, S A
L ], and each of these consists of SN expressions.

If t = c is a typeable statement then it suffices to observe that, taking α to be any co-
variable not occurring in c, the term µα.c is typeable. ut

6.3 Extensionality and expansion rules

The equations of the dual calculus of [31] include a group of equations called “η-equa-
tions” which express extensionality properties. A typical equation for a term of type
A∧B is

(η∧) r = 〈µα.L r • fst[α] M, µβ.L r • snd[β] M〉
and there are similar equations for the other types. In traditional λ-calculus it has been
found convenient to orient such equations from left to right, i.e. as expansions, as a tool
for analyzing the equality relation.

As with all expansions there are obvious situations which allow immediate infinite
application of the rules (see for example [13] or [6] for a discussion in the setting of
the lambda-calculus). For example, we must forbid application of the above expansion
rule to a term already of the form 〈r1, r2〉 to prevent an infinite reduction. Slightly more
subtly, if the term r is already part of a statement whose other side is one of the forms
fst[e] or snd[e] then we can immediately fall into a cycle of (η∧);(β∧) reductions.

But if we forbid only those clearly ill-advised situations, the result is a reduction
relation with all the nice properties one might want. Lack of space forbids a detailed
treatment here but the key points are as follows.

– The constraints on the expansion relation do not change the equalities we can prove,
even under restrictions such as call-by-name or call-by-value, in the sense that if
a term t can be expanded to term t ′ by a “forbidden” expansion, then t ′ can be
reduced to t by one of the “computational” reductions (i.e., those from Figure 1).

– The resulting reduction relation is SN on typed terms.

It is straightforward to verify the first assertion. The second claim is proved by pre-
cisely the same techniques presented in the current section: the notions of saturated
stable pair is robust enough so that there are no conceptual difficulties in accommodat-
ing expansions. Details will appear in the full version of the paper.

7 Conclusion
We have explored some aspects of the reduction relation on raw expressions of the dual
calculus, and proven strong normalization and confluence results for several variations
on the basic system.
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An interesting open problem is to find a characterization of the SN terms, presum-
ably in the form of an extension of the system of simple types studied here. For tradi-
tional λ-calculus, system of intersection types have been an invaluable tool in studying
reduction properties, characterizing strong-, weak- and head-normalization. As shown
in [12], subtle technical problems arise with the interaction between intersection types
and symmetric calculi, so this promises to be a challenging line of inquiry.
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